
Time Saving

Automated manufacturing and a logistics solution greatly reduced lead 

times for the overall assembly compared to the manual build process of 

the original design.

Cost Efficiencies

We delivered a 50% cost reduction to the customer by 

switching to a blended manufacturing model.

Business Advantage

The customer was given a superior design, which exceeded their requirements for 

the application and completely removed failures from the cable assembly in the field.

KEY BENEFITS
Custom Looms
& Wiring Harnesses

Application Story

The problem

Our customer was building cable assemblies for an agri-tech application that needed a 

certain level of protection, given that it was being used outdoors in harsh environments. 

Their assemblies were expensive, took too long to produce and had an unsatisfactory 

failure rate due to the vibration and stresses they were under when the application 

was in use.

The solution

We re-designed their assembly, replacing expensive die-cast  

components and in-line fuses with custom, overmoulded solutions. 

We developed a blended manufacturing model, combining Far East 

and UK production, with part-shipped, overmoulded assemblies 

shipping from China to be finished off in our UK facility with 

European OEM connectors. The overmoulded parts protected 

against vibration and were specifically designed for 

the application.

For more information on our products and services, get in touch today.
Call: +44 (0)1256 472000          Email: sales@gtk.co.uk          Visit: www.gtk.co.uk
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Time Saving

Our DFM approach resulted in cables that were supplied loomed 

and formed to the customer, saving 45 minutes on installation 

time per unit.

Cost Efficiencies

Due to the improved efficiencies identified, the customer 

greatly reduced their labour and final assembly costs.

Business Advantage

Customer was able to improve their own installation process, and 

maintenance on their units was much easier with just a single loom in place.

KEY BENEFITS
Cable Looms Save 
Time and Money

Application Story

The problem

The customer had various challenges with the production of large, industrial electron 

microscopes. They were incorporating several different cable assemblies in their product, 

which meant a lot of routing of cables and a large amount of product management.  

They were looking to create efficiency in their workflow, and save money and time. 

The solution

GTK engineers worked with the customer at their premises, re-working the 

cable designs to create a single umbilical loom. This combined each 

separate cable harness into a single, easy to route assembly, complete 

with its own sheathing. By following a Design For Manufacturing (DFM) 

approach, GTK was able to streamline the customer’s installation 

process and produce a superior overall build.

For more information on our products and services, get in touch today.
Call: +44 (0)1256 472000          Email: sales@gtk.co.uk          Visit: www.gtk.co.uk


